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A Level Chemistry B (Salters)
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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2018 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce/chemistry-b-saltersh033-h433-from-2015/ for full details of the assessment
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment
materials and the June 2018 Examiners’ report or Report
to Centres available from Interchange https://interchange.
ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Question 1(a)(i)

Exemplar 1

0 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has correctly added together the values for the hydration of the individual ions to obtain a value of -776 kJ mol-1.
However, they have then carried out the subsequent subtraction using the lattice enthalpy of sodium chloride incorrectly, arriving at
a value of -4 kJ mol-1 rather than the correct value of +4 kJ mol-1.
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Question 1(a)(ii)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
In this example the candidate has correctly labelled the diagram to show that the sodium ion, Na+, is the smaller of the two ions,
and that the chloride ion, Cl – is the larger ion. This scores 1 mark. In order to achieve the second mark the diagram needed to be
extended to illustrate the repeating pattern that would exist within the lattice structure. In this case although they have identified
the repeating structure the candidate has lost the second mark as on the right hand side of the diagram there are two Cl – ions
touching one another.of the diagram there are two Cl – ions touching one another.
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Question 1(b)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This was a commonly seen incorrect response. Many candidates focussed on the two formulae given in the stem of the question
and calculated the formula masses for these two substances. What they did not appreciate in doing so was that the anhydrous
salt, MgCO3, had lost 3 moles of water, and that it was this mass that was required in order to calculate the percentage loss in mass.
However, credit was given for realising that they needed to divide the mass of anhydrous salt by the starting mass and then multiply
by 100 to get the value as a percentage, and so 1 mark was credited for the correct processing of the two formula masses.
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Question 1(c)

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This question was designed to assess candidates’ maths skills within the context of a chemical problem. Candidates were required
to recall the appropriate equation to use, then rearrange this and insert the requisite values, some of which required scaling of the
units. Whilst many candidates could recall the correct equation, and rearrange it correctly, they often struggled to scale the values
given appropriately.
In the example shown, the ideal gas equation has been rearranged to make n (the number of moles) the subject of the equation,
scoring marking point 1. The candidate has then converted the 200 cm3 into m3 incorrectly, thus losing marking point 2. They
are allowed mark 3, however, as they have used the value for the number of moles calculated correctly to calculate the mass of
magnesium carbonate.
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Question 1(d)(i)

Exemplar 1

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This response does not score the mark as, though the equation provided is correct, they have not included the appropriate state
symbol for the Mg atom and Mg+ ion as instructed in the question.
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Question 1(d)(ii)

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
In this question the candidate has correctly identified that the outer electrons in magnesium are closer to the nucleus (compared to
calcium), which scores marking point 1 from the mark scheme. The candidate then goes on to correctly state that, as a consequence
of this, there is a stronger force of attraction between the nucleus and the outer electrons, which scores marking point 2 from the
mark scheme.
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Question 1(e)(i) and (ii)

Exemplar 1

0 marks (e)(i), 0 marks (e)(ii)

Examiner commentary
This question was used to assess candidates’ knowledge and understanding of observations made in practical work to identify
cations and anions in aqueous solution. In this example the candidate has produced a pair of responses that were quite common
but incorrect.
In the body of the text, candidates are told that the mixture of carbonates is dissolved in an acid, which would remove the carbonate
ions and replace them with the anion from the acid. This response does not recognise that the use of silver nitrate with nitric acid is a
common test for halide ions. The white precipitate indicates the presence of chloride ions from hydrochloric acid. They have also not
recognised that the use of a flame test can identify the presence of particular metal cations, a green flame indicating the presence of
the group 2 metal, barium.
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Question 2(a)(i)

Exemplar 1

0 marks

Examiner commentary
Many candidates struggled to score marks here, often as a result of not appreciating that the first step in the mass spectrometer
involves the fragmentation and ionisation of the sample injected. Whilst candidates often gave a fragment that had the correct
molecular formula that corresponded to the m/z value of 27, they often did not include the positive charge for the ion.
The second fragment that they were required to identify was more difficult. Many candidates gave the response shown, which
was surprising as they are given the formula for propene gas in the stem of the question and so should have appreciated that
the addition of a hydrogen atom was not possible. Higher achieving candidates did recognise that the m/z value could only be
attributed to the parent ion that contained one atom of C13, and had been ionised through the loss of 1 electron but had not
fragmented, i.e. C2C13H6+.
In this question if a candidate had given the correct formulae for each fragment, omitting the positive charge for both, then they
were credited 1 mark.
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Question 2(a)(ii)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
If candidates had read the stem of the question carefully, then they should have identified the use of the word isomer in the
description. They should have been able to give a definition of an isomer as being a molecule with the same molecular formula
(but a different structural formula) and therefore these would have the same relative formula mass. It was not uncommon to see
responses where the definition of an isomer was present, with no comment about formula masses, or vice-versa, as in the example
shown.
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Question 2(a)(iii)

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This question was one where candidates lost marks through a lack of precision in their responses. Typical examples of this included:
In the use of IR spectroscopy, candidates stating that propene would show the presence of a C=C bond that was not present in
cyclopropane, but then not indicating the region in the spectrum where this bond would be found;
In the use of C-NMR and H-NMR spectroscopy, a typical response was that there are different numbers of carbon/hydrogen
environments in the two isomers, but no indication was given as to what the difference would be.
In this exemplar the candidate has indicated that propene contains a C=C that would be different to cyclopropane in the IR
spectrum, but does not indicate the relevant wavenumber. They do, however, indicate that in the C-NMR spectrum there are 3
carbon environments in propene, but only 1 carbon environment in cyclopropane. The lack of detail in the IR spectroscopy loses 1
mark, but the additional detail provided for the C-NMR resulted in both marks being credited.
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Question 2(b)(i) and (ii)

Exemplar 1

0 marks (b)(i), 1 mark (b)(ii)

Examiner commentary
This pair of related questions focussed on the nature of the bonding in a simple alkene molecule, propene.
In part (i) candidates were required to demonstrate their understanding of the difference between single and double bonds in
alkenes through identifying the number of each type of bond in the molecule provided. In order to arrive at the correct total for
each type of bond candidates needed to know that the double bond consists of 1 sigma bond and 1 π bond, therefore giving 8
sigma bonds in total within the molecule. Exemplar 1 shows a common incorrect response, where candidates did not include the
sigma bond that is part of the double bond when totalling up the number of sigma bonds in the molecule.
In part (ii) candidates are given a part of the molecule to consider and to indicate the bond angle associated with this particular
section of the alkene molecule. Exemplar 1 shows the correct response of 120°. However, a common incorrect answer here was 180°,
possibly as a result of the way the bond arrangement was written in the stem of the question.
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Question 2(c)(i) and (ii)

Exemplar 1

0 marks (c)(i), 2 marks (c)(ii)

Examiner commentary
This pair of questions exemplify the need to read the stem of the question carefully as in (c)(i) the candidates were told that the
reaction produced two molecules of propene and one other product. This information was essential, as by producing a balanced
equation here the candidate would then be able to successfully calculate the mass of propene produced in the reaction.
In this example, we see a common incorrect equation where the candidate has not identified that two molecules of propene
are produced. They have constructed an otherwise balanced equation that correctly gives the formulae of nonane, propene and
hexane. This does not score any marks. However, as the subsequent calculation in (c)(ii) is dependent upon the equation produced,
the mark scheme allows for this error by use of the error carried forward rule. A candidate who indicates that there was only one
molecule of propene produced could still score both marks in part (ii) provided that they had shown their working, as in this
example.
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Question 2(d)

Exemplar 1

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This response illustrates the need for candidates to read the question carefully and to appreciate that terms in bold within the stem
of the question are there to reinforce an aspect of the question. In this case it was to identify that the candidate understood the
difference between the different types of formulae that can be drawn for organic molecules.
In this question, the structure needed to be a full structural formula with all bonds between C and H atoms shown. Because this was
a repeating unit for a polymer, we needed to see the required continuation bonds extending from the carbon skeleton as shown
in the mark scheme. In this example, the candidate has shown the skeleton including the continuation bonds, but has not been
credited the mark as they have drawn the methyl side group as –CH3. This is a condensed formula rather than the full structural
formula.
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Question 2(e)(i)

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This question allowed candidates an opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding around some of the historical
evidence for the delocalised structure of benzene. Most candidates scored at least two marks, for stating that the bonding in
benzene was more stable than expected and that this stability was due to the presence of the delocalised system of electrons (due
to the conjugated ring structure).
Where candidates did not score, was through a lack of detail to support this conclusion. Either their response did not indicate
that the enthalpy of hydrogenation was less than expected when compared to a value that would be 3 times greater than that
of cyclohexene, or they did not make it clear that the bonding in benzene did not contain alternating single and double bonds
between the carbon atoms. More able candidates stated that for cyclohexene the value for hydrogenation should be approximately
-120 kJ mol-1 (for one double bond) and so benzene should be around -360 kJ mol-1 if it contained the Kekule structure. Some used
this as evidence for their discussion by predicting a value for benzene that was less negative than this, and this was accepted as an
alternative for marking point 1.
The example shown here gains marking points 1, 3 and 4 from the mark scheme, as it is a clear, logical explanation.
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Question 2(e)(ii)

Exemplar 1

Level 3, 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This is an example of a response where the candidate has made full use of equations to support their descriptions of the two
reactions. In addition to this, there are some minor errors but these do not impede the overall line of reasoning that is clear and
logically structured.
In this example there are two errors that, had this been a ‘points-based’ question, would have resulted in the loss of marks. But, as
this is a Level of Response question, it is important that the entirety of the response is considered and not just one or two minor
slips. In this case for the reaction between cyclohexene and bromine the only point omitted from AO2.1 is mention of the bromine
decolourising, and the correct reaction type is clearly stated. The equation produced is unbalanced as it shows the production of a
molecule of H2, but this does not detract from the overall quality of the communication.
In the second half of this response, there is a good description of the delocalised electron system in benzene and how this results
in an electrophilic substitution reaction that requires more forceful conditions. This is summarised with a balanced equation that
also show the production of HBr as a secondary product. The equation and description provided meet all of the points raised under
AO2.1 and AO3.2 for this reaction, and satisfies the communication strand of the Level descriptor fully. There is some additional
information provided by the candidate that tries to clarify one further difference between the two reactions in terms of the number
of bromine atoms involved, and it is at this point that a second error is evident. In a ‘points-based’ mark scheme, this would have
definitely cost the candidate a mark – mention of nucleophilic substitution would have contradicted the earlier use of electrophilic
substitution – but in a Level of Response question it does not detract from the overall quality of the response and so was not
penalised.
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Exemplar 2

Level 2, 3 marks
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Examiner commentary
In this example the candidate has produced a response that is within the Level 2 descriptor. The equations provided to illustrate the
mechanisms of the two reactions identify the formula of bromobenzene, and the reaction type is correctly identified as electrophilic
substitution. Within the body of the text the candidate also states that this reaction reforms (maintains) the delocalisation system.
They have also correctly stated that the reaction of cyclohexene involves an addition reaction with a single product but incorrectly
identifies this as nucleophilic rather than electrophilic.
The response achieves L2 as the candidate has correctly identified one reaction type and has given a partial explanation of that
reaction. To improve this response the candidate would have needed to give additional detail for the reaction e.g. identifying HBr as
a product and giving some of the reaction conditions e.g. use of a catalyst such as FeBr3, or the need to reflux the reaction mixture.
Alternatively, to score 4 marks the partial comparison of both reactions would have been acceptable provided that sufficient
relevant information was presented and the response was more clearly structured.
This response contains some scientific inaccuracies, and does not fully address either of the intended routes for success at L2, but it
clearly goes beyond L1 and using the idea of a best-fit approach a mark within L2 was deemed most appropriate.

Exemplar 3

Level 1, 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This response shows some basic understanding of the two reaction types, but lacks depth or detail. The candidate has discussed
both reactions using some of the criteria for AO3.2, and has indicated that for cyclohexene there is the use of an electrophile and
that this adds onto the double bond. For the reaction of benzene there is the idea of substitution linked to delocalised electrons.
The response has a logical structure and the information presented is clearly relevant to the question posed. Therefore this matches
the second route to achieve credit at L1 and so scores 2 marks. In order to progress beyond this level the candidate would have
needed to address some of the indicative points for AO2.1.
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Question 3(a)

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
Questions on enzymes and their reactions are often well answered by candidates, as this is an area of study that is addressed at GCSE
and developed further at AS and A Level. Consequently, many candidates scored full marks on this question.
In this example the response mentions the complementary shape between the active site and the hydrogen peroxide, and so
bonds form between the two molecules. This in turn leads to a lowering of the activation energy for the reaction. Most candidates
produced responses of this type and scored marking points 1, 2 and 4 from the mark scheme. Very few candidates stated that, as a
result of the enzyme binding to the hydrogen peroxide, the O—H bonds in the peroxide molecule are weakened, allowing them to
break more easily.
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Question 3(b)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
The example provide here illustrates the expected answer of oxidation (redox). Many other candidates found this question
challenging and the more commonly seen incorrect responses included hydrolysis, hydration, condensation – all presumably as a
result of the presence of water as a product of the reaction.
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Question 3(c)

Exemplar 1

5 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response was very good as the diagram and first three lines of the answer gave a detailed procedure that contained all of the
key variables listed in the guidance column under AO3.3. This meant that the response was likely to be at Level 3 dependent upon
satisfying the need to explain how they would process the results collected. Again the response contained many of the points listed
under AO3.1 in the mark scheme and so it is clear that this response meets most of the requirements of Level 3.
There are, however, some confusing statements in the section on processing their data, and the diagram shows a set up that would
not necessarily work, as the delivery tube is below the level of the solution in the boiling tube. This was deemed to be a poor
diagram rather than a poor method as the description of the method is accurate, but it was felt that this along with the confusing
statements in the final paragraph meant that the lower mark in Level 3 should be credited as aspects of the communication
statement are missing.
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Exemplar 2

4 marks

Examiner commentary
This response addresses both areas of the question set. Candidates needed to suggest a suitable procedure to follow, and explain
how they would process the results collected. This response illustrates how a clearly labelled diagram can assist in ensuring that
an appropriate mark is credited. The diagram clearly shows a method that would produce a meaningful set of results for this type
of reaction. The body of the text contains some key variables – vary concentration of peroxide solution, measure volume of gas
collected (in a set time) and use of a gas syringe, with limited fine detail.
The response is limited to Level 2 as the attempt to explain how to process the data collected is incorrect. The candidate has
suggested plotting a graph of concentration of peroxide against volume of oxygen collected. This is incorrect as it makes no use
of time, which is required in order to calculate an initial rate. However, it does show some understanding of the processing by
suggesting taking a tangent at x = 0 which would have been correct had the value recorded on the x-axis been time/s.
Using the guidance for Level of Response questions this matches the Level 2 descriptor fully, and satisfies the communication aspect
fully, justifying the award of a mark of 4.
26
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Exemplar 3

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This response was limited to Level 1, as the candidate has not addressed the question fully. Although they have produced an
experimental method, they have not made any mention of how they would process the data collected in order to determine the
rate of reaction. Without this processing strand, it is not possible to award any mark beyond Level 1.
The method produced was very basic and would not have produced relevant data for the task set, as they had not indicated the
intention to vary the peroxide concentration or to record any volumes of gas produced with reference to any time intervals. Whilst
the information provided was mainly relevant, there was an incomplete line of reasoning meaning that the communication element
of this response was not fully met, resulting in the lower mark for the level being credited.
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Question 3(d)(i) and (ii)

Exemplar 1

0 marks (d)(i), 3 marks (d)(ii)
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Examiner commentary
These two sub-parts of Q3 were expected to allow candidates to demonstrate their abilities to tabulate data and to then construct a
suitable graph from the data provided. Many candidates did indeed score highly on these two sections, but there were a number of
errors that were common, as illustrated in Exemplar 1.
In (d)(i) it was expected that candidates would produce a table containing two columns with suitable headings. Concentration
should have been given the correct units, mol dm-3. The rate column should have had a heading but no units, as it was a relative
value. Exemplar 1 (i) shows both of the ways that candidates lost marks here. The candidate in this instance has given the relative
rate column units of mol dm-3, and in addition to this has not recorded the data for the [H2O2] to a consistent number of decimal
places – each value should be recorded to 2 decimal places.
In (d)(ii) candidates were required to take their table of data and to produce a graph using most of the space provided, by choosing
suitable scales for each axis (marking point 4). Axes needed to be the correct way round, labelled, and show points plotted
accurately, leading to a smooth curve being produced that went through the origin.
Exemplar 1 shows one example of where marks were lost. The x-axis is labelled correctly and a suitable scale is used. The y-axis has
a suitable scale and is labelled according to the heading from the table produced in (d)(i); although the units are incorrect, this has
already been penalised previously, so no mark is lost here. All of the points are plotted accurately (within the guidelines detailed in
the mark scheme), but the straight line is not the appropriate line of best-fit and so marking point 3 is not credited.
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Question 3(e)(i)

Exemplar 1

0 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate has confused rate equations with equilibrium constants. This is unusual at this level, but does occur
occasionally. Consequently, as the expression is incorrect, the candidate has also did not determine the appropriate units for the rate
constant and so scores 0 for this question.
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Question 3(e)(ii)
Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
In this example, we see a response that was common with many candidates. Although they have not directly addressed the
language of the mark scheme, they were able to link their ideas about order of reaction to the shape of the graph produced in (d)(ii).
“First order until the enzyme is saturated then zero order”. They have identified that for the peroxide initially (at the start/up to
0.15moldm-3) the reaction was first order as the graph was linear. Many also mentioned that at this point the number of active sites
available for reaction exceeded the number of substrate molecules present.
They then implied that as the graph levelled off (at concentrations greater than 0.2 mol dm-3) the reaction became zero order with
respect to the peroxide (substrate) molecule as the active sites became saturated. Where they did not score, was in not recognising
that this graph did not provide any evidence for the order with respect to catalase as the concentration of catalase was not
changed/remained constant.
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Question 3(f)

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate clearly understands the method required to calculate the peroxide strength and arrives at the correct value of 4.2, but
then makes an error in quoting their final value as “4(1 s.f.)”. The question has provided the concentration to 2 significant figures, so
an “appropriate number of significant figures” for the answer should have been 2 as stated in the mark scheme. By giving their final
answer to only one significant figure, the candidate loses marking point 3.
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Question 3(g)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This example shows a common incomplete answer. The candidate understands how to calculate the dilution from 0.35 mol dm-3 to
0.05 mol dm-3 and works out what the total volume of solution should be. However, they have not subtracted the initial volume of
peroxide (20 cm3) from the new total volume and so do not score marking point 2.
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Question 4(a)(i) and (ii)

Exemplar 1

0 marks (a)(i), 1 mark (a)(ii)

Examiner commentary
This pair of questions should have given candidates a relatively straightforward introduction to this larger question around acid/base
chemistry. Exemplar 1 shows an example of where candidates lost a mark through giving some additional incorrect information in
the form of the incorrect oxidation state quoted for the hydrogen carbonate ion. If candidates gave an oxidation state for the ion it
had to be correct or the mark would be lost. In (a)(ii), candidates should have recognised that the conjugate base is the ion (species)
remaining after the acid has lost a hydrogen atom. Having been given the formula of the hydrogen carbonate ion, they should have
been able to deduce that the conjugate base was the carbonate ion, as shown in Exemplar 1. Common incorrect responses here
included CO2, H2O and H2CO3.
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Question 4(b)(i)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This is a good example of candidates not taking care in drawing diagrams. The diagram for the bonding in CO2 should contain
4 electrons on either side of the central C atom and two lone pairs of electrons on each of the oxygen atoms. In this case the
candidate has not counted the electrons around the oxygen atoms and so has produced an incorrect dot and cross diagram. They
do not score marking point 1, but do score the second mark as they have correctly identified the shape of the molecule as being
linear.
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Question 4(b)(ii)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
The candidate has correctly identified that the bonds between the carbon and oxygen atoms are polar due to the difference in
electronegativity between the two atoms. However, they have then made an error that was commonly seen in candidates’ responses
to this question. The candidate has stated that due to the symmetry of the molecule the ‘polar bonds’ cancel out. This is incorrect as
it is not the bonds cancelling one another; it is the dipoles that cancel out, as they have an equal ‘pull’ across the centre of the CO2
molecule.
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Question 4(c)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Having produced a dot and cross diagram for the electron arrangement in CO2 earlier in this question, candidates should have been
able to explain that because of the lone pair of electrons on the oxygen atoms in carbon dioxide, hydrogen bonds can be formed
with water molecules due to the hydrogen atoms having a δ+ charge.
Exemplar 1 shows that the candidate knows that hydrogen bonds can be formed between water and the lone pair of electrons on
the oxygen atoms in CO2, scoring marking point 1. The response does not indicate that the hydrogen atoms in the water molecule
have a δ+ charge, so does not score the second mark.
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Question 4(d)(i)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This was an unusual response. The candidate has misread the concentration of the saturated solution of CO2 as 3.3 x 10-12 mol dm-3
and has subsequently used this in their calculation. This is reflected in the mark credited, where the first mark – the calculation of [H+]
– is incorrect and does not score. However, they have then used their calculated value correctly to arrive at a value for the pH of the
solution and so were credited for the second marking point.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 4(d)(ii)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This should have been a straightforward calculation for most candidates, as seen in Exemplar 1. The candidate had calculated the pH
in (d)(i) as 3.79, and so by use of the correct equation they have inserted this value into the equation to arrive at a concentration of
HCl as 1.61 x 10-4 moldm-3.
As this question was dependent upon the answer arrived at in (d)(i), there was some discussion around what tolerance would be
acceptable for allowing the use of the error carried forward rule. It was decided that as the saturated solution of CO2 should have a
pH corresponding to a weak acid, then the concentration of the HCl would be accepted from a calculation using a pH between 3
and 6, as pH greater than 6 would have been indicative of a neutral solution or even of an alkaline solution.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 4(e)(i)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This calculation requires candidates to initially calculate a value for the H+ concentration, using the pH value quoted. Having arrived
at this they then need to insert it, and the value for Ka (quoted in 4(d)(i)), into the expression for Ka and then rearrange in order to
derive the ratio.
In this example the candidate has calculated the vale for [H+] correctly, scoring the first mark. They have then incorrectly rearranged
the expression for Ka (as it is inverted), and so does not score the second marking point. If this expression is solved a value of 0.05 is
arrived at.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 4(e)(ii)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
The question asks candidates to make a decision and to give reason(s) for their decision.
In this example the decision made is correct but no reasons are given to support their answer. The candidate has correctly indicated
that the addition of HCO3- will increase the pH of the blood, but has not indicated that because the pH has dropped below 7.4 that
the blood is too acidic.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 4(f)

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar is one which evidenced that with careful reading candidates could score full marks on this question.
This candidate has calculated the number of moles of acid reacting with the excess moles of alkali, and deduced the number of
moles of alkali remaining in the solution. They have then calculated the concentration of the final solution using the total volume of
40 cm3. Having determined the concentration of hydroxide ions remaining, they have used the correct expression to calculate the
pH value for the solution.
Many candidates scored the first mark only – calculating the number of moles of NaOH remaining after the reaction is complete
– but then did not realise that they needed to calculate the new concentration for the OH- ions using the total volume of the
solution, which was 40 cm3. This meant that they then often used the figure of 1 x 10-4 in their pH calculation, giving them a
potential pH value of 12.0, but they did not score marking point 3 if they quoted this value as pH 12. The final answer had to be to at
least 1 decimal place.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(a)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Question 5 was based on the pre-release material provided to centres in advance of the examination. It was expected that
candidates would be provided with guidance and support to go through the material and identify areas that were likely to form the
basis of the questions on the examination paper.
In this first part of Q5, candidates were asked to state what effect the presence of arsenic atoms would have on amino acids in
proteins. There was clear evidence that candidates had been given support and time to study the article most candidates correctly
identified that the presence of the arsenic atom would not permit the formation of disulfide bridges / S—S bonds in the proteins, as
illustrated in this response.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(b)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This question proved to be more challenging to candidates. Many recognised that they needed to draw a structure that contained a
sugar, amino acid and a substituted phosphate group containing As rather than P. However, there were many examples of incorrect
responses that were similar to the one depicted here, where there is a bridging oxygen atom between the thymine molecule and
the sugar.
As this was deemed to be a complex structure for candidates to draw, the decision was made that if the molecule was essentially
correct and that the only error was that the arsenate group was fully/partially protonated (which would be dependent upon the
pH of the solution), full marks would be credited. Any other errors in the structure would be penalised 1 mark for each error to a
maximum of 2 errors resulting in zero marks being credited.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(c)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This question threw up evidence that whilst candidates can produce what appear to be balanced equations, they did not appreciate
that it is not only the number of atoms of each element that needs to balance. If ions are involved then the total number of charges
also need to balance.
In this exemplar, the candidate has balanced the atoms of each element, and included the appropriate state symbols. However, they
have not appreciated that since there are 2 As3+ ions that the hydrogen needs to be present as H+ ions (6 H+) in order for the charges
and species to be fully balanced. They score 1 mark for identifying that As2S3 is a solid, but do not score marking point 1 for a fully
balanced equation.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(d)(i)

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
For this question, candidates were asked to design a piece of apparatus to carry out a Marsh Test to indicate the presence of arsenic
in a sample. The required information was included in the insert provided, and this could have been one of the areas that teachers
could have looked at with their candidates prior to the examination. There was good evidence that this had been the case as many
candidates scored full marks here.
In this example, the candidate has produced a suitable reaction vessel containing the reagents (labelled), and has included a heated
glass tube connected to the conical flask where the decomposition of arsine could occur. Where they have lost a mark is for failing to
label where the arsenic metal would have collected.
In this question there were many examples of apparatus drawn that included sealed glass tubes that in real terms would have
presented a potential hazard of exploding due to the pressure of the gases produced. We also saw examples of open tubes with
hydrogen being labelled as escaping near to a naked flame. The decision was taken not to penalise these types of scenarios as the
candidates would be unfamiliar with this type of reaction, and the question was asking them to translate a written description of a
historical experiment into a method using modern day apparatus, such as illustrated in Exemplar 1.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(d)(ii)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Candidates often found this question a struggle. In particular, they struggled to construct a balanced equation for the formation of
arsine in the reaction vessel, and, as in this example, came up with an equation that on the surface looked to be balanced. Upon
closer inspection, it can be seen that they have used elemental arsenic as a reactant rather than arsenic(III) oxide, As2O3, as indicated
in the stem of (d)(i).
The equation given for the decomposition of arsine to form elemental arsenic is correctly balanced and so scores the second mark.
In this question state symbols were not required, and had they been incorrect would not have been penalised.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(e)(i)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Although the dot and cross diagram produced is incorrect, the candidate does score 1 mark for recognising that there need to be 8
electrons around the central As atom. They had not recognised that the anion has got an additional 2 electrons added (one to each
O atom that is not bonded to the H atom) and that this allows for the As atom to contain a lone pair of electrons on its outer shell,
giving a similar arrangement to other group 5 atoms (N and P) in similar anions.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(e)(ii)

Exemplar 1

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This example was not an uncommon response. Many candidates did not recognise that the colour of the pigment was due to the
presence of the transition metal ion, Cu2+, as part of the Scheele’s Green pigment in the wallpaper.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(f)

Exemplar 1

4 marks

Examiner commentary
This question was particularly well answered by many candidates. This example was typical of the responses seen; the candidate has
recognised that in the trimethylarsine molecule the bonding consists of a lone pair of electrons on the central As atom, surrounded
by three bonding pairs of electrons. By application of VSEPR, the candidate has identified the expected bond angle of 107o and has
explained this in terms of minimisation of repulsion between the 4 regions of electron density.
Many candidates explained the reduction of the bond angle from 109o in a tetrahedral arrangement to the angle in this molecule by
quoting that the lone pair would reduce the angle by 2.5o, which was accepted as an alternative explanation for marking point 4.
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Exemplar Candidate Work

Question 5(g)

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
The final question was well answered by many candidates. It was clear that they had been provided with sufficient time and support
in lessons to study the insert provided and that very few candidates had struggled to complete the paper in the time allowed.
This response was typical of many of the answers seen by examiners. The candidate has identified three main pieces of evidence;
they have stated that when the wallpaper became damp and mouldy, the green pigment (Scheele’s Green) would release a toxic
mix of arsenic vapours. These in turn would have been inhaled by Napoleon and evidence for this was found by the traces of arsenic
detected in the hair sample tested. Finally, the candidate stated that when the wallpaper sample was tested it also contained traces
of arsenic.
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